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ANNETTE FELICES & MARC CLAYTON
OCTOBER 20, 2007
WEDDING: Middletown United Methodist Church, Middletown, Md.
RECEPTION: Musket Ridge Golf Club, Myersville, Md.
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D

esiring more than the traditional
two-color wedding palette, Annette
and Marc drew on the rich reds, golds
and purples of autumn — and the season’s wonderful weather — to create
a day that was romantic and elegant,
but also laid-back and fun.
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Annette and Marc planned their reception to span two hours before and
two hours after sunset, so they and their guests could savor the glowing
view of the Middletown Valley.
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Flower girl Maya Tzan takes a turn on the dance floor with her mother —
Marc’s sister, Mandy Tzan — in a dress accented with lace and pearl beads
from David’s Bridal and a floral headpiece made by Marc’s aunt.
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A stretch Ford Excursion from A Touch of Class Limousines decorated with
balloons inside whisked the bride and groom off to their reception.
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Annette and Marc toasted with champagne flutes engraved with their
married names from Things Remembered.
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The couple chose Musket Ridge because of its prime position for taking in the sweeping
views of the fall foliage in the surrounding valley.
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Wedding Cakes by Michael in Alexandria, Va., created this four-tier Tiramisu cake with a
top tier of French vanilla cake and tropical fruit especially for the couple. Middletown
Valley Florist provided the fresh flower topper to mirror the bouquets.
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With such a range of heights among her attendants, Annette allowed her bridesmaids
to choose the style of dress that suited them best. The satin, floor-length gowns in apple
red matched perfectly with the groomsmen’s attire and came from David’s Bridal.
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Middletown Valley Florist created Annette’s vibrant bouquet of red roses, orange lilies,
freesia, seeded eucalyptus, purple lisanthium and red hypericum berries, as well as
Marc’s boutonniere of a red rose with seeded eucalyptus.
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Marc and his groomsmen wore dapper tuxedoes and apple red vests and ties with a
subtle herringbone texture from After Hours Formalwear.

10 Middletown Valley Florist also supplied the bountiful harvest centerpieces of mini
pumpkins, gourds, fall flowers and fresh apples and grapes. The central candle’s
wrought iron holder echoed the rustic chandeliers in the reception hall. ❤
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